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Teaching in tandem-running ants
Tapping into the dialogue between leader and follower reveals an unexpected social skill.

The ant Temnothorax albipennisuses a tech-
nique known as tandem running to lead
another ant from the nest to food —with sig-
nals between the two ants controlling both the
speed and course of the run. Here we analyse
the results of this communication and show
that tandem running is an example of teach-
ing, to our knowledge the first in a non-human
animal1–3, that involves bidirectional feedback
between teacher and pupil. This behaviour
indicates that it could be the value of informa-
tion, rather than the constraint of brain size,
that has influenced the evolution of teaching. 
An individual is a teacher if it modifies its
behaviour in the presence of a naive observer, at
some initial cost to itself, in order to set an
example so that the other individual can learn
more quickly1. We suggest that teaching also
involves bidirectional feedback between teacher
and pupil. To test whether tandem running
fulfils these criteria, we measured the acceler-
ation of leaders and followers in response to
the stimuli they present to one another.
In our experiments, tandem leaders knew
the location of food but tandem followers
were naive (for details, see supplementary
information). We found that the leader only
continued the tandem run when frequently
tapped on her legs and abdomen (gaster) by
the following ant’s antennae4,5(Fig. 1a, inset;
for movie, see supplementary information).
The tandem leader therefore modifies its
behaviour in the presence of the follower. 
We also found that tandem leading imposes
a cost on the leader in that she can proceed four
times faster from the nest to the food when not
encumbered by a follower (median speed was
1.8 mm s1, compared with 8.4 mm s1;
Mann–Whitney test, P 0.0001). Tandems
are slowed by frequent pauses in which the fol-
lower loops around, probably in a search for
landmarks6,7; followers make larger looping
movements than do individual explorers
(Mann–Whitney test, P 0.001; see supple-
mentary information). Indeed, the speed of
leader and follower between pauses was sig-
nificantly higher in the presence of conspicu-
ous landmarks than the speed of controls in
the absence of landmarks (mean speed was
7.6 mm s1, compared with 5.8 mm s1; ana-
lysis of variance (ANOVA), d.f.1, F 22.2,
P 0.0001). 
We next tested whether the leader provides
a demonstration of how to find food. Follow-
ers found food more quickly when tandem

running than when searching alone (mean
time was 201 s, compared with 310 s; ANOVA,
d.f. 1, F 6.40, P 0.016), indicating that
the follower learns more quickly as a result 
of the leader’s help. Moreover, the follower’s
return path to the nest does not replicate the
route of the tandem run: its journey is gener-
ally faster and more linear (in 6 out of 8 cases)
than that of its leader before the tandem run
(see supplementary information). The fol-
lower therefore learns the food’s location
sooner and gains general knowledge about the
surroundings of the nest as a result of the
leader’s example. 
Bidirectional feedback between the leader

and follower is evident from their patterns of
acceleration and deceleration as a function of
the strength of the stimuli they present to one
another (Fig. 1): when the gap between the
leader and follower grows too large, the former
decelerates and the latter accelerates; both
move at the same speed when at the maximal
antennal reach of the follower. 
Together, our results show that the leader’s
performance fulfils all the criteria for teaching,
with the follower acting as pupil. The lessons
learned by tandem followers are transferred
when they become tandem leaders8, so —
although tandem runs are slow — they propa-
gate time-saving knowledge among foragers. 
Temnothorax albipennisworkers may also
carry nestmates9. Such pairs move three times
faster than tandems, but carried ants do not
teach others — perhaps because they cannot
learn while their head is inverted and pointing
backwards during carrying. Other species of
ant workers that do not use tandem running4

are carried with their heads upright: these can
learn a route and later recruit others10. 
Bidirectional feedback between teacher and
pupil distinguishes teaching from broadcast-
ing. Most recruitment in large ant societies is
broadcasting (for example, through phero-
mone trails)4, which is effective in big groups.
But in small societies, where information is
valuable and easily lost, teaching works better.
Our identification of teaching behaviour in an
ant shows that a big brain is not a prerequisite. 
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Figure 1 |Tandem running in the ant Temnothorax
albipennis. a, b,Acceleration by ten ants (results
pooled) that were a, leaders, or b, followers, in
response to mutual stimuli, as a function of the
separation between the leader’s gaster and the
follower’s head. When within twice the distance
of the antennal reach (R; average R, 1 mm) of the
follower (blue circles), the ants are too close so the
follower decelerates and the leader accelerates;
when further apart, the follower accelerates and
the leader decelerates. At the average reach of the
follower’s antennae, both move at constant velocity;
when separated by more than twice the antennal
reach of followers (red circles), leaders stop and
wait as followers loop around.  Inset, tandem run
over 2-mm squares (for video, see supplementary
information).
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